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An NPR 2018 Great ReadCelebrate the twentieth anniversary of the acclaimed and influential

debut album The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill with this eye-opening and moving exploration of

Lauryn Hill and her remarkable artistic legacy.Released in 1998, Lauryn Hill’s first solo album is

often cited by music critics as one of the most important recordings in modern history. Artists

from Beyoncé to Nicki Minaj to Janelle Monáe have claimed it as an inspiration, and it was

recently included in the National Recording Registry by the Library of Congress, as well as

named the second greatest album by a woman in history by NPR (right behind Joni Mitchell’s

Blue).Award-winning feminist author and journalist Joan Morgan delivers an expansive, in-

depth, and heartfelt analysis of the album and its enduring place in pop culture. She Begat This

is both an indelible portrait of a magical moment when a young, fierce, and determined singer-

rapper-songwriter made music history and a crucial work of scholarship, perfect for longtime

hip-hop fans and a new generation of fans just discovering this album.
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Elizabeth Phillips, “Joan Morgan Elevates the Game. Joan Morgan's "She Begat This: Twenty

Years of the Miseducation of Lauryn Hill" is a priceless window into the journey Black women

have taken through the minefields marking their path through popular culture, a journey filled

with triumph and moments of self discovery as well as tragedy and pain. I have always admired

Joan Morgan's ability to live with, and write about irony, contradiction and ambiguity while

never giving in to despair or refusing moments of joy. This book positions Lauryn Hill as a

figure whose persona and creative spirit not only elevated hip hop to its highest levels, but gave

Black Women new ways to position themselves and imagine themselves. I say this, not with the

presumption that I have the authority to speak for Black women, but as someone admires any

writer who encourages people to live with contradictions and escape the boxes they are put in,

sometimes by those with good intentions. Joan Morgan is such a writer. She is a prophet of

freedom and self-discovery.”

Valerie E. Patterson, “Great work by Joan Morgan!!!!. Because of my deep interest in female

emcees and Hip-Hop culture, I am eternally grateful to Joan Morgan for this work. Her research

answered so many questions and offered a thoughtful and nuanced assessment of the impact

of Hill's Miseducation album. Yes, I was in my 40s when the album dropped, but I was amazed,

impressed and taken when I heard it, as were my daughters who were young adults. Morgan's

interrogation of Lauryn Hill as a gifted artist and so much more, helped me think through why

we responded to the album in the way that we did. The reflections and observations offered by

scholars, producers, culture critics, is pure icing, again I learned so much! Morgan brings the

juice, the tea, and a complete and satisfying meal. She is a writer's writer who puts words

together in a way that leaves you just shaking your head and sighing because it's pure genius.



Read this book!!!!!!!!”

Maco L. Faniel, “Anything out of context is a lie. With She Begat This Morgan offers context to

help us get at the truth to why we fell in love with Hill and Miseducation in the first place.

Morgan takes readers back to the zeitgeist and volksgeist that engendered the album so that

contemporary listeners, and oldheads with new understandings, can learn what Miseducation

spoke to and for black women in that generation. While reading, I was reminded of why we still

love Miseducation and Hill — it is a dope ass album gifted to us by a magical ass black woman.

We’ve wanted more of it and her. But Morgan and her scholar-sister-friends also look back to

show us what we did with that which was gifted to us in our thirst for more of it. We created

something of the art and artist then , and we’ve co-created what the art and artist have

become.”

N. A. Johnson, “Nostalgia. This is a great book that takes you down memory lane and

discusses the context and impact Lauryn had through anecdotal and social studies. It’s an

easy read for the most part. I would have liked a bit more track by track analysis, but I don’t

think that was the author’s intention here. I overall enjoyed, although at times I wish it dug just a

bit deeper.”

Leiyah, “Good book, Good quality - recommended. It is a good book that really makes me

think.”

Miriam Ayoo, “Good Read. For those interested in knowing more about Lauryn's life within the

context of the times and multiple dynamics of the era, this book is great.”

Kenya Freeman, “love. excellent!!!”

The book by Joan Morgan has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 74 people have provided feedback.
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